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About This Game

Summary:

Which memory is true, which is false? Angel must sort out the implanted memories and true memories in her friends Lien and
Kolei in order to rescue them from the grasp of their controlling father Seon, who wants to turn them into puppets to become

pure weapons of mass destruction.
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THE GAME

There will be three romance options: Choose between Lien, Kolei, and Seon’s mysteries to solve and resolve for expanded
content. Additional funding may open up additional routes.

GAME ELEMENTS:

Starts with three romance options (more options if stretch goals are met)
Mystery aspect: investigate and collect evidence of true/false memories.

Presenting the case not to a judge but to a character according to their beliefs and personalities, you need to lay out the evidence
in a timeline, if matched you get a good ending, if not matched you get a bitter/sweet ending but with another evidence to keep

playing.
You can end up helping the enemy to take over the world if you choose.

Options to pair characters up, there’s romance element Friendship endings will become available once funding reached stretch
goals.

*Based on E-Depth Angel
Developer: Altabe Studio

Status: In Production
Release: 2017

Genre: Mystery, Science Fiction, Romance, Choose Your Adventure
Romance options: GXB

Rating: 13+
Engine: Renpy

Specs: 1200x800
Language: English
Platform: PC/Mac

Length: 60k words (6 hours playtime)
Voice Acting: Limited
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INTERACTIVE FEATURES:

1. It includes 1 dress up mini game for your support robot, DingDing
2. Collecting evidence after talking to different characters, with drag and drop features into the item box to present the story you

piece together to get the desirable endings.
3. 13 Endings in total.

CHARACTERS

Angel Love – ||Human/Clone|| The heroine who is a clone of someone from the past.

Angel is a certified nurse for cyborgs and wishes the best for them, including helping her friends Lien and Kolei with their
personal issues.
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Well meaning and committed, Angel won’t stop until her friends are finally happy.

Lien Lei – ||Cyborg|| CEO of Seon Corp and Angel’s boss who has a famous storm-like temper. He may or may not have
feelings for her…

Lien has had a grudge against family members for years which he might take to the grave.
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Kolei – ||Cyborg/Bio-Mech|| The younger brother of Lien and quieter of the two.

He hides a lot of secrets and prefers to be very private, acting distant as there is more going on beneath the surface than he likes
to let on.

His relationship with Lien is complicated due to their history and half-sibling relation.
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Seon Lei – ||Cyborg/”Immortal”|| The brothers’ mysterious and elusive father who is the founder of the major company Seon
Corp.,

which has the size and power of a small country. His reasons behind the treatment and mental manipulation of his sons are
questionable…

SIDE CHARACTERS
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Randy
- A cyborg whose human life was turned upside down thanks to Seon Corp., namely Lien Lei. He is a steadfast friend to Angel

and forced lackey of Lien. His hacking ability makes him a valuable ally.
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Sharon - ||Human|| Head doctor at Seon Corp, she is a long time employee and Angel's boss when Lien isn't around. Usually
calm and collected, she might decide to leave her job due to the insanity that ensues between the Lei family.
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Lilian – ||Human/Clone|| A mysterious and beautiful woman with a striking resemblance to Lien’s deceased mother due to being
her clone.

What secrets does she know by being at Seon’s side?
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DingDing –||Robot/Mini Android||
DingDing is Angel's personal robot assistant and a defacto "pet" as well friend; she's customizable in appearance.
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Angelica - ||cyborg??|| a cyborg with appearance that closely resembles Angel.
She relays messages for Angel and helps Angel with her work.
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Title: Edepth Angel: Pinocchio's Murder
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Altabestudio
Publisher:
Altabestudio
Release Date: 25 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English
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Super addictive game - As soon as one of the AI Bots beat me I couldn't help but play again! Looking forward to more features
in the feature!. It's a good short story and definitely not a bad game, And i only wish there was some space for exploration, an
open world. I don't think this game has a lot of potential.

It sparked something in me the moment I saw it, and I thought to myself I could really enjoy this game, but after playing I can
say aloud that it wasn't for me at all.

What I liked:

Easy to understand (objectives, controls).
Fast paced (not much of a waiting game, constantly on the move).
Challenging (keeping up with demand isn't always easy).
Lively (the npcs are fun to work with, even if they don't say anything).
Daily cycle (open the shop in the morning, close at night).

What I found dissatisfying:

Monotonous (repetitive).
Objects (large\/medium\/small - everything looks unattractive).
Hard to move in a tight shop (part of the game, but if the NPC can move through a tight spot, why can't I?)
Sprint is a tad bit slow.

I don't know .. I just don't like the game.
. + Felicia costume

- Jon Talbain gets forgotten again

Can we please have Darkstalkers 4 now Capcom?. It's cheap. Content's decent. I like it.

1. Soundtrack sounds nice. I found War Step, the Remastered title theme, to be particularly catchy.

2. The poster-sized image of the Complex really gives an idea of how huge it is.

3. Wallpapers. 4 of them, (Walker Bay, Restoration Logo, Shadow Complex Title, and wallpaper-sized images of the Complex)
each in 4 resolutions. (1024x768, 1600x900, 1600x1200, and 1920x1080) Okay.

4. Character Bios. The cover could stand to be less blurry. Be forewarned that the bios spoil parts of the game's (light) plot, and
thus I recommend giving it a read AFTER playing the game.

5. Script. Now we're talking! Despite mostly being the dialogue script for the game, it is interesting because certain scenes
actually play out differently. There are at least two scenes here that are simply not present ingame, and a character being shot to
death ingame may actually have been meant to die via something more ironic in the script.

8.9\/10. The f**king Royalty free music is everywhere!!. Only played a little but I do think its not bad. I like the slow pace of
the game. remonds me of the old Settlers 2.
If you like slow games where you can think do give it a try
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It\u00b4s a fun game, with a nice context, where you just crack anything and everyone that you see.
You play as an unpopular fat kid, that was always bullied.
Recommended if you would like to spend some time on a new game!. I like this add-on. It has lots of airplane parked in the
area. Good detail. People, car, building is very good. But shadow from airplane parking is bad. But i still recommend this add
on. It is awesome!. We've all had an idea at least once in our lives and thought, "Man, that would be a really cool
movie\/game\/whatever". Yet, we've done nothing about it, and just let the idea rot. The difference between you and the man
that made this game is that he actually had the courage to put aside all of his self cousciousness, all of his fears and not only
make the game, but pay a sizable amount of money to get it put on steam. Is the game good? I don't know, I don't know Chinese.
It's better than anything you ever made so don't write this guy an unconstructive poor review. If you really think it's a bad game,
tell us why and then maybe the creator will be able to take your advice and make a better game.. Surprisingly enough for
"clicker"-like genre this game has pretty interesting gameplay.
Basically a Cookie Clicker mixed with turn based RPG.

The more characters you unlock and gear you find, the more interesting gameplay becomes. Since all characters and gear has its
own stats, passives and skills the options for making a perfect team are pretty different which is setisfying.
You can play this game manually or as a "managment sim" with ai doing all the work for you. But to be honest AI is pretty
dumb.. ok so lets start by saying this is a good game. no nascar game will get a AAA dev to put it together, so its never gonna be
a forza or a gran turismo, for what this is and what its trying to do its great basically dirt to daytoa 2. if youre a nascar fan like
me and grew up playing all the games since papyrus nascar back in 94, all the ea games..that etx thing.. then you should be
stoked at the direction this developer is going and how they listen to the fan base.

the sounds do need an upgrade though, as well as the graphics, but that shouldnt deter you from playing a video game..... Its a
good game (ofc if you're an SAO fan). Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Best one yet. Leaves you wanting more.
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